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1. ABSTRACT 

The need to quickly adapt to policy changes in HEI’s requires an agile information system with quick 
turnarounds and the ability to custom tailor the application process to a single institution without 
affecting the others. With this in mind Central Applications Office in Croatia has adopted a single 
page application approach based on JavaScript framework and AJAX. 

2. BACKGROUND 

Every HEI is different and has its own set of rules and requirements. Traditional monolithic website 
architecture offers little room for customizing the individual needs of different institutions. To 
answer the needs of Croatian educational institutions, a more flexible approach was required. This 
led us to designing a new system which would isolate different institutions into separate web based 
applications in order to minimize turnaround time. In Croatia there are 129 HEIs and 775 
undergraduate study programs. Every year there are around 40 000 candidates applying and they 
make 190 to 200 thousand submissions to individual study programs. The applicants can make their 

submissions from January until June.  

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

Croatian HEI admissions system (NISpVU) started out as a classic monolithic web system based on a 
custom CMS that wanted to encompass every possible requirement presented by the HEI-s. For our 
new applications system we chose a distributed server and database architecture. The comparison of 

the architecture of both new and old systems is shown in Image 1. 

 
Image 1. Comparison of the old NISpVU and new NISpVU2 system architecture 



The new system also employs a client heavy approach in which most of the work is offloaded to the 
client’s machine. This in turn offloads our server side and allows for a more responsive system. The 
new system is implemented in DHTMLX JavaScript framework on the client side which gives us the 

ability to make desktop-like interfaces that are easier to use and feel more natural and “native”. 

On the server side the database is divided into two parts. All the information which is identical to all 
HEI’s is kept in the shared portion of the database while all the information pertaining to the 
application to study programs is located in the isolated database shard tied to the server application 
of the institution in question. These are shown as small purple squares in Image 1. We use 
PostgreSQL as the DBMS due to its ANSI compliance and open-source nature. Compared to the much 
more widespread MySQL, PostgreSQL allows us to have instantiated views which are important for 

our decentralized system architecture. 

The server side architecture is implemented in PHP and data communication between applications is 
made through JSON messages via a standardized API. This allows us to completely isolate and 
compartmentalize each individual application. That way changes made on behalf of a single 
institution due to a change in policy or enrollment conditions do not affect the system as a whole. 
We chose JSON over XML due to it being over 50 times faster in processing time while utilizing half 

the processor cycles as XML. 

We have found that although this new architecture creates code overhead in certain areas, the 
overall system is easier to manage due to the fact that each HEI is viewed as a completely separate 
entity. At the same time by having a low-level shared database for common information we can 
synchronize individual shards after each enrollment cycle and have a complete picture of the 

enrollment process for statistics purposes. 

This new architecture allows us to quickly adapt to the demands of HEI’s with minimal changes to 
the overall system architecture which is very important to us due to the small size of our 
organization. 
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